Digital Convergence Services

The digital age is changing business as we know it.

With state-of-the-art equipment and software, talented people and technical expertise, we can handle any project regardless its size, budget or complexity. We do digital differently to help you meet your goals and grow your business.
Digitization services

Having digitized millions of pages, DataScouting has the management structures, highly skilled personnel and state-of-the-art software and hardware needed to successfully complete any project. Using proven processes and with strict devotion to international standards, DataScouting digitizes any content (print, audiovisual or digital), while indexing all the relevant data into web-accessible platforms with full-text search capabilities.

Documentation / Metadata

When moving from dispersed digital collections to interoperable digital libraries, the most important activity you need to focus on is metadata creation. The very latest standards across libraries, archives and museums are used for documentation, such as Dublin Core, METS, MODS or EAD, in order to enable interoperability and metadata harvesting.

Consulting and Digital Convergence Software/Hardware

DataScouting’s experienced team can help you implement digitization best practices using the proper hardware and software. Digitize your assets and display them publicly using innovative touch screen solutions and online repositories.

Clipping software

DataScouting provides a scalable, web-based print media clipping platform that can import and process all widely used print media formats. The platform supports smart clipping, multilingual OCR, PDF metadata extraction and can scale to process thousands of pages per hour. The resulting clips can be exported in different formats, such as JPEG or PDF, while OCR, structural & descriptive metadata can be exported using standards, such as METS/ALTO or TEI.